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Introduction

In recent decades, new contributions in population genetics and molecular anthropology allowed to better define the extent of genetic variability in humans and the processes that underlie it (Cavalli-Sforza and Feldman, 2003). Today, human DNA is known to be the main object of population studies, yet the choice of populations, markers, genotyping procedures and statistical methods, play a key role for these analysis (Cavalli-Sforza, 2005).

The preferred regions in population studies are those that exhibit high degree of polymorphism, have significantly different frequency distribution in different groups and carry signature haplotypes in different populations (Cavalli-Sforza, 2005). Several polymorphic regions of human genome have been used in recent years to infer population relationships, and among them our attention is focused on Human Leukocyte Antigen (HLA) genomic area.

The HLA complex is located in three main regions of chromosome 6, that include class I and class III (telomeric) and class II (centromeric) loci (Middleton, 1999). Among class II loci, our interest is focused on HLA-DQ, that like every HLA class II encodes proteins on specific antigen-presenting cells. These molecules are heterodimers encoded by DQA1 and DQB1 genes. HLA genetic variation has come under recent inquiry because of its extreme polymorphic nature (Jin and Wang, 2003). The high rate of polymorphism of HLA loci offers the possibility to infer human population relationship: several reasons suggest to believe that HLA class II loci are comparable with mtDNA and Y chromosome markers in phylogenetic assessment (Agrawal et al., 2007; Arnaiz Villoa et al., 2004). They are both vastly polymorphic and highly linked loci that results into unique linkage disequilibria pattern, signature alleles and haplotype segregation among different populations. Notwithstanding the notion that selection during epidemics or long periods of exposure to infectious diseases might play a major role in development of allelic diversity of human populations is not new (Herris and Meyer, 2006). Clearly, an analysis of the human genome with respect to susceptibility to infections has already provided important new insights into the mechanisms of human diversity. Thus the aim is to test the power of HLA in both the aspects of this very interesting genetic complex in three Ecuadorian populations.

The actual cultural diversity of the Ecuadorian Country is represented by 17 main ethnic groups and comes from several processes of adaptation to a wide range of habitat, immigration, the Spanish conquest in the sixteenth century and to the arrive and the mixture of Africans (De la Torre and Balslev, 2008). In this multiethnic country three populations live in the north-western area: two of them live along the Cayapas river in the province of Esmeraldas, while the third is settled in the southward canton of Santo Domingo de los Colorado.

The populations living in Esmeraldas are scattered in a typical tropical rainforest environment and are a group of Amerindian, the Cayapa Indians, and people of African ancestry (De Stefano et al., 1994; Polimanti et al., 2011; De Angelis et al., 2012). Cayapa Indian origins seem to derive by mixed Andean and northern South-American people (Barriga Lopez, 1987; Rickards et al., 1999). The first Africans reached the coast of Esmeraldas Province about in the middle of 16th century: they are reported as a little group who first settled on the coast near Esmeraldas town (De Stefano, 1994). Although it is not clear when they first moved inland from the coast, the Africans were reported to have been settled along Cayapas River at the beginning of the 18th century (Martinez-Labarga et al., 1999). Cayapas and Afroecuarueans live very close to each other, yet there is very little intermarriage between them, and indeed this seems to have been till now highly discouraged (Rickards et al., 1999).

The third population is settled in Santo Domingo de los Colorado: they are the Tsachilas Indians. The Tsachilas are represented by approximately 2500 people clustered in eight communities. Hunting, fishing and gathering were originally the main activities, however, no longer practiced because of the lack of suitable land for these practices. They are called also Colorados because men manage their hair as a cap painted with achiote (Bixa orellana) and oil. The present research aimed to analyze the HLA-DQ profile of these population to ascertain their genetic relationships with neighbor human groups. These data were compared with other Amerindian groups and worldwide populations.

Materials and Methods

Recruiting was carried out in Rio Cayapas area and Chiguilpe community of Tsachilas by one of us (GFDS).
DNA was extracted from whole-blood samples (Miller et al., 1988) of 110 unrelated Cayapas, 101 Afroecuadorians and 52 Tsachilas. Individuals were of both sexes, between 7 and 66 years of age, who gave their informed consent. HLA-DQA1 and HLA-DQB1 loci were high-resolution typed by direct sequencing of exons 2 and 3. The methodology for amplifications and sequencing are listed in previous paper (De Angelis et al., 2012). All class II alleles included in the present study are four-digit resolution data. Overall distributions of HLA-DQ alleles were determined by the direct counting method. To infer relationships between different populations by HLA class II loci, a database of 30 geographically and ethnically different populations has been compiled. Similarity reconstruction was carried out by Nei’s distances (Nei, 1987). Genetics distances were used to draw up a multivariate display of the population similarity by Multidimensional Scaling (MDS), performed by PAST software (Hammer et al., 2001).

Results

The Figure 1 shows the HLA-DQA1 distribution of the data sets. This points out an expected allele diversity among Ecuadorian people, not only between Amerindians and Afroecuadorians, but also between Amerindians. In fact if the leading frequency in Afroecuadorians is 32% for *0102, the most frequent DQA1 allele in Cayapas is *0301 (29%) while in Tsachilas is *0401 (28%). Although the slight differences among populations, it is interesting to note the significant amount of DQA1*0401 in every populations.

![Fig. 1. HLA-DQA1 allele distributions in the three Ecuadorian samples.](image1)

Also for HLA-DQB1 there are significant differences among Ecuadorian samples (Fig. 2). The leading allele in Afroecuadorians is the *0301 (26%), while in Cayapas is the 0302 (31%) like in the Tsachilas (23%). The calculation of Nei’s genetic distance allows to identify the relationships among populations: to do that, a dataset of 30 populations has been compiled from www.allelefrequencies.net, as reported in Tab. 1.

![Fig. 2. HLA-DQB1 allele distributions in the three Ecuadorian samples.](image2)

The MDS made by Nei’s distance of HLA-DQA1 gene highlights a clear separation among ethno-geographic cluster: in fact it is possible to distinguish an African cluster, in white, an Asian cluster, in black, and an American cluster, in grey. The Cayapas and Tsachilas lie in the American cluster, while the Afroecuadorians of Esmeraldas are placed in the middle between Americans and African populations: this confirms the mixed nature of the sample.

![Fig. 3. MDS made by Nei’s Distance on HLA-DQA1 allele frequencies.](image3)

Tab. 1. Compared populations from www.allelefrequencies.net
The figure 4 shows a more nuanced scenario for HLA-DQB1, although a general geographic constrain seems to be respected.

![Three-dimensional diagram showing allele frequencies.](image)

**Fig. 4. MDS made by Nei's Distance on HLA-DQB1 allele frequencies.**

This could be due to the functional constrain of the peptide encoded by HLA-DQB1. In fact it is the essential section of HLA-DQ heterodimer to the housing of the antigenic peptide within the binding cleft of the HLA molecule. Thus it is guessed how this locus might be subjected to wider selective force resulting in loss of quality in the discriminatory inference of the population relationships.

A more clear picture seems to be detected by the MDS made by both loci. In fact if HLA-DQA1 and HLA-DQB1 were considered, an unambiguous picture is depicted by MDS: moreover a fourth cluster appears, that is the group of south-american populations.

![Two-dimensional diagram showing allele frequencies.](image)

**Fig. 5. MDS made by Nei's Distance on HLA-DQA1 and HLA-DQB1 allele frequencies.**

The reported results highlight how this genetic system might be useful in determine the genetic relationships among populations. Notwithstanding this property, the HLA is a genetic complex involved in the response to several endogenous and exogenous factors responsible for diseases. A case report of the importance of this genetic complex has been recently expressed related to onchocerciasis (De Angelis et al., 2012). In this research two out three Ecuadorian populations have been analyzed as a model to investigate the importance of HLA against infection by onchocerca volvulus: the Cayapas and the Afroecuatorians. This study exploited the unique opportunity to test two populations of different ethnic backgrounds collocated in a single environment, which may be very meaningful for detecting immunogenetic strength in response to onchocerciasis. In our paper we demonstrate that the very impressive frequence of HLA-DQA1*0401 might be related to a putative genetic protection against the onchocerca infection (Figure 6) as confirmed also by Mantel–Henszel OR = 0.2 (\(P_{corrected} < 0.0001\)). The same allele is significantly present in Tsachilas healthy people, whose biological samples have been included in the population analysis.

![Allele frequencies in Cayapas and Afroecuatorians.](image)

**Fig. 6. HLA-DQA1 allele frequencies in Cayapas (a) and Afroecuatorians (b) subdivided by clinical status related to onchocerciasis.**

It is interesting to note the high frequency of HLA-DQA1*0401 in the sample that might be an evidence of a putative genetic protection against helminth infections, in particular onchocerciasis, although no individual data are available about the presence/absence of disease in the Tsachilas (De Angelis et al., 2012). The establishment of a new increasing focus of onchocerciasis was suspected in the Tsachilas because of the immigration of Cayapas from hyperendemic onchocerciasis focus over the last 20 years (Cooper et al., 2001) and the presence of the vector species *Simulium exiguum* (Charalambous et al., 1997). Thus the random sampling of apparently healthy people might
be inclusive of protected people against onchocerciasis
carrying the protective allele DQA1*0401.
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